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TS690/690ID
Menvier Security.
The most technically
advanced intruder
alarm solution.

Menvier Security is a leading brand of Cooper Security Ltd, part of Cooper Industries
who employ over 28,000 people in 100 manufacturing sites around the world.
Menvier Security has more than 20 years experience as a leading manufacturer of
security systems for domestic and commercial premises, all of which exceed stringent
industry standards.
Professional security alarm installers recommend Menvier Security because they know it
represents excellence in technology, unfailing reliability and tremendous possibilities for
expanding the system.
For the most comprehensive approach to security, don't make it difficult, make it
Menvier Security.
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The Networker TS690 and TS690ID are technically advanced intruder alarm systems from Menvier Security. These
use state-of-the-art electronics to provide comprehensive but flexible protection for both domestic and business
premises. In contrast to the TS690 and TS690IDs sophisticated operations they are easy to programme. However,
the most significant advantage of the TS690 and TS690ID, for installers and customers, is unparalleled flexibility in
configuration and control, giving users the highest levels of protection from intruders.

Flexibility for growth
The TS690/TS690ID adapt to meet changing security requirements. Alarm systems monitor specified locations in your
premises such as offices, rooms, corridors and garages. The TS690 can monitor up to 14 of these zones, whereas up to
38 of these zones can be monitored with the TS690ID. This gives you flexibility to extend your security system as you
extend or change the layout of your premises.

Flexibility in detail
Part-setting is a useful feature that allows you to secure parts of your premises while permitting free access in other
parts. This can be particularly convenient in a commercial environment when staff are working late or areas of the
building are not occupied during certain times. In a domestic situation this feature allows the downstairs of a
residence to be set during the night or the perimeter of the house and garage while everyone is watching TV.

Flexibility for individuals
Requiring all members of staff/contractors or households to remember a single security code number leads to
inconvenience and false alarms. The TS690 and TS690ID allows up to 15 individuals to create their own code
numbers, often a requirement of your insurance company. Furthermore, varying levels of system control can be
assigned to these numbers. For example, cleaners can be permitted to set but not to unset the system.

Improved management
The efficiency of management can be improved with information collected by the TS690 and TS690ID's 700 event
memory. It logs the time, date and user code of all system activations. This data gives an instant picture of who was where
at any time of day or night, providing managers with a powerful investigative and analytical tool.

Remote monitoring
Remote off-site alarm monitoring can be added to the TS690 and TS690ID system by connecting it to a commercial
Alarm Receiving Centre via a RedCARE or other telephone link. These centres continuously monitor and verify
system integrity and alarm activations and if necessary report them to the police.

Alarm confirmation
To ensure maximum response from Police it has become imperative that alarm activations are confirmed. The TS690
and TS690ID has the simplest and most cost effective form of alarm confirmation as standard  Sequential Alarm
Confirmation. By transmitting clear information it indicates that a zone other than that which has caused the original
alarm has activated hence confirming the alarm transmission is likely to be genuine.

Remote programming
The TS690 and TS690ID can be set up to allow a remote office, typically your Installer, Alarm Receiving Centre or a
corporate security HQ, to access the system controls via a Personal Computer and a modem. (The TS690M and
TS690IDM variants include a built in modem and as such the downloading feature is standard.) With this capability
the TS690 and TS690ID can be re-configured and tested by security staff located many miles away  a reliable way
to reduce cost without compromising security.

Dealer Details

Menvier Security is a brand of Cooper Security Ltd.

